
Reginox Harlem 1000.10
Velký granitový dřez s vaničkou a odkapem. Určen pro horní montáž, minimální

šířka kuchyňské skříňky 60 cm. Hloubka vaničky 20 cm.

EAN: 8712465031292
216,36 €

180,30 € excluding VAT

EAN: 8712465031285
216,36 €

180,30 € excluding VAT

EAN: 8712465031308
216,36 €

180,30 € excluding VAT

EAN: 8712465031315
216,36 €

180,30 € excluding VAT

The granite sink Reginox Harlem 1000.10 is a very smart solution for customers who are looking for a
simple and practical design.

The  sink  is  single-bowl  with  a  bowl  and  a  sufficiently  large  drainer.  You  can  comfortably  wash  the
necessary dishes in the large bowl, and the smaller one can be used for rinsing vegetables, fruits,
defrosting meat, or storing smaller containers. At the same time, the sink has a sufficiently large surface
for draining larger pots and pans.

The sink is made of very high-quality materials, resistant to high temperatures. Holes can be drilled into
the sink for the installation of a faucet, soap dispenser or buttons for controlling the kitchen waste
disposal.

The advantage and benefit of Reginox brand products is not only their high-quality material and design,
but also the smooth surface of the sinks, and therefore their easier subsequent maintenance.

Less  dirt  settles  on smooth surface.  Reginox  sinks  are resistant  to  impacts,  scratches,  and other
mechanical damage.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Assembly brackets
Release.



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a bowl and a drip tray
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 10 years.
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 34
The length of the bathtub: 33
Depth of the bathtub: 20
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 50
Sink length: 100
Sink depth: 21
Sink weight (kg): 16
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 51.5
Height of the packaging: 21.8
Depth of the packaging: 101.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 17



  

  


